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In his book The Rise and Fall of American Growth, Robert Gordon observes 
that from 1870 to 1970 the United States saw a huge jump in its standard of 
living as a result of technological innovation. This was driven by inventor-
entrepreneurs such as Thomas Edison and later by corporate research 
divisions. Universities played only a small part. 

It is often claimed that UK universities are globally competitive at 
commercialising knowledge. However, as a proportion of UK universities’ 
research resource, income from IP accounts for only 2%. In the US, which 
leads the field, the figure is still only 3.9% (the difference accounted for by the 
better absorptive capacity of US companies). 

In the UK, income from industrial research accounts for only 7% of total 
research income. And universities only account for about 6% of inventor 
patents, although this rises to 25% in pharma1. 

If we compare London with Boston in the US, on a par with London in terms of 
scientific publications, London has only 10% of Boston’s commercialisation 
activity2. 

Undoubtedly, there are important contributions from university research, 
notably in pharma and biotech. But I think the model may be wrong, certainly if 
we’re looking for an optimal contribution from universities to the UK’s 
productivity challenge.  

                                                            
1 McMillan Group (2016) University Knowledge Exchange (KE) Framework: good practice in technology transfer, 
HEFCE. 
2 Cookson, C. (2016) ‘Scientific discovery by design’, Financial Times, https://www.ft.com/content/c3c15c3c‐
7061‐11e6‐a0c9‐1365ce54b926 Accessed 08/10/16.  



The productivity challenge is significant. Despite recent improvement, the UK 
still lags behind the G7 countries, with output per hour 15% below the average 
of rest of the pack. 

If we’re going to get more of the solution from university research then we 
probably need to do much university research differently, certainly in those 
universities without large research bases, and in a way that works with their 
students as agents of change. 

Technology transfer is concentrated in a small number of universities with 
large research bases, notably Cambridge, Imperial and Oxford. For all 
universities, though, by far the most significant knowledge transfer they do is 
through their graduates.  

That’s where the main economic contribution of universities is to be found: 
students who can solve complex problems and think for themselves. We may 
be failing with that task.  

Most academics have not worked in industry and often not worked outside 
universities. A recent survey showed that that only 14 percent of university 
researchers are currently engaged in commercial activities, and this has been 
getting worse. There’s been a drop of 8% since 2008/9. 

It is a tall order for academics not experienced in industry or professions to 
prepare students not only as good employees or entrepreneurs in a range of 
fast-changing sectors but as agents of productivity improvement that they will 
benefit from in well-paid jobs that add value.  

A recent report from the Intergenerational Foundation think-tank argues that 
with the increase in student debt to an average of £40k or more, for most 
people the cost of university education could exceed the benefit because the 
graduate premium is not high enough. 

Each year, about 65% of graduates go into graduate-level managerial and 
professional jobs after 6 months. Although this rises to 80% after 40 months, 
there is still a significant minority not in highly skilled employment, and this is 
concentrated among graduates from poorer family backgrounds.  

Some argue the answer to this is for more people to opt for sub-degree 
vocational qualifications, both after school and college and in work, but it 
seems counter-intuitive not to raise productivity by raising the level of 
education. 



To re-focus on vocational routes is not an agenda for less degree graduates. 
A recent BIS report estimates that the rise of 57% between 1994 and 2005 in 
the UK share of the workforce with a university education increased UK long-
run productivity by between 11% and 28%. 

It also also not an agenda for just STEM. In the UK, despite a priority being 
given to producing graduates in STEM, it is social science graduates who 
have the lowest unemployment rate and who are most often in managerial 
and senior posts.  

Evidence from the US shows that although humanities graduates earn less 
than nursing or business graduates after graduation, by the time they’re in 
their 50s they’re earning more.   

Many employers hiring graduates look for certain general attributes in the 
people they hire: strong communication skills, strong technical or quantitative 
skills, taking responsibility, and proven ability to perform.  

We can deliver that really well in higher education across a wide range of 
subjects but we need to tool up the academic workforce so that students are 
acquiring practical expertise as well as rigorous scholarship. This also means 
less emphasis on amount of content and more emphasis on skills and 
practising those skills until they’re first-rate.  

Apprenticeships are important but not the solution alone. There’s a danger 
that they’re too specialised and inflexible. In the last recession it was skilled 
trades that were among the worst hit. People with the highest level education 
suffered least.  

Technology will also disrupt more and more what it means to be a 
professional. Many aspects of professional expertise will have been 
automated between the year a student starts and the year they graduate. 

Universities, though, also bring prestige and this complicates their role in 
providing skills. We know that many top companies restrict their recruitment to 
the most selective universities, denying opportunity, failing to tap talent and 
failing to diversify their workforces.  

At Middlesex we’re about skills and we’re about opportunities. We’re well 
regarded by employers that know us but we have more to do.  

As a Vice-Chancellor I’m open-minded. I’m not playing the prestige game of 
building research or expecting all my academics to be active in research. I’m 
open to closing courses that don’t work and opening new courses that do, as 



well as disinvesting from research that does not have impact and investing 
where it does. I’m open to working with further education, companies and 
private trainers. I’m very open to hiring academics with industry and 
professional experience alongside our research academics.  

So your ideas are going to be important to me tonight but almost certainly your 
support as well. 


